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The Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology
Project represents part of Canada's over-
all effort in fusion development. The lo-
cus for CFFTP is tritium and tritium
technology. The project is funded by the
Government of Canada, the Ontario Gov-
ernment and Ontario Hydro.
Funding (50r< ) by the Government of Can-
ada is through the Department of Energy.
Mines and Resources" Panel on Energy.
Research and Development, managed by
the National Research Council of Canada.
Funding (25*% I by the Government of On-
tario is through the Ministry of Energy.
Ontario Hydro also funds < 25'*) and man-
ages the project through their Design and
Development -Generation Division.



The Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project
CFFTP was launched in 1982 to coordinate Canada's provision of fusion fuels technolo-
gy to international fusion power development programs. The project has a mandate to
extend and adapt existing Canadian tritium technologies for use in international fusion
power development programs.

1985-86 represents the fourth year of the first five-year term of the Canadian Fusion
Fuels Technology Project (CFFTP). This reporting period coincides with an increasing
trend in global fusion R&D to direct more effort towards the management of tritium.

This has resulted in an increased linking of CFFTP activities and objectives with those of
facilities abroad. In this way there has been a continuing achievement resulting from
CFFTP efforts to have cooperative R&D and service activities with organizations abroad.
All of this is aided by the cooperative international atmosphere within the fusion community.
This report summarizes our past year and provides some highlights of the upcoming year
1986/87. which is the final year of the first five-year phase of the program. AECL
(representing the Federal Government), the Minstry of Energy (representing Ontario)
and Ontario Hydro, have given formal indication of their intent to continue with a
second five-year program. Plans for the second phase will continue to emphasize tritium
technology and remote handling.

It is my feeling that the second five-year phase will be even more exciting and challeng-
ing and will provide several opportunities for all individuals and organizations involved
with the program.

From right to left;
Program Manager - Tom Drolet; Manager,
Technology Applications - Jack Bichman;
Manager, Technology Development - Don
Dautovich; Manager, Technology Safety -
Kam Wong

T.S. Drolet
Program Manager
Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project



Accomplishments in 1985/86

In 1985/86, 60 R&D contracts were awar-
ded for a total program expenditure of $4.9
million. Supplementary funding by sub-
contractors added another $1.1 million
worth of effort. The R&D contracts were
placed with industry, universities, AECL,
and Ontario Hydro.

The Canadian Fusion Fuels Technolo-
gy Project (CFFTP) arranged for just un-
der $1 million worth of technical service
contracts for Canadian industry funded by
international programs. Staff assignments
continued at JET1 (remote handling and
tritium safety) and NET (tritium tech-
nology).

Figures I and 2 indicate the CFFTP
FY1985/86 expenditure and the distribu-
tion of contract-' dollar value) awarded
by sector respectively.

Technical Highlights

Important technical highlights in 1985/86
included the following:

• Reference tritium flow sheet and sys-
tem designs were developed for NET:

I. Refer to Appendix A for glossary <>t acmnynins
and abbreviations.

• Definition and assessment of tritium
systems were performed for NET:

• Gas chromatography process for hy-
drogen isotope separation was improved:

• High-tritium-content irradiation tests to
determine tritium behaviour in solid
breeder material were conducted:

• Sintered pellet and microspheres of sol-
id breeder were fabricated for Canadi-
an and international test programs:

• A simple, conventional technology tri-
tium breeding blanket concept was pro-
posed for next-generation experiments
such as NET or ETR:

• Techniques for measuring tritium pro-
files in near-surface regions were
developed;

• A review of tritium permeation barrier
approaches was carried out:

• The TFTR in-vessel manipulator con-
ceptual design was completed:

• A family of tritium monitors was de-
veloped, covering a wide-range of ca-
pabilities needed for fusion:

• Dose effects of tritium uptake from metal
surfaces was documented:

• The tritium safe handling course was

attended by international audience;
• A one-day seminar for contractors and

partners describing CFFTP research ac-
tivities and discussing technology trans-
fer in Canada was held.

Communication Highlights

Two major educational initiatives were com-
pleted in 1985/86. A fusion teaching aid
consisting of written materials and film
strips was prepared for use by secondary
schools. Fusion was established as part of
the required core curriculum for second-
ary schools in the provinces of Ontario.
British Columbia. Manitoba and Prince
Edward Island. An earlier fusion educat-
ional booklet titled "Fusion Energy and
Canada's Role" continues to be in popular
demand.

Technical communication has contin-
ued in 1985/86 through the issue of 21
technical reports and the circulation of the
CFFTP newsletter to more than 1500 re-
cipients in 500 organizations in 18 countries.

A portable poster display unit was cre-
ated to introduce fusion energy. This dis-
play has appeared at energy conferences,
public information areas, and educational
facilities.

FIGURE I
CFFTP-FY 1985/86 Costs
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Portable Poster Display

Status of International
Fusion Programs
Confinement Experiments
JET and TFTR have largely completed
their ohmic heating phase of operation.
Both devices confirm the fundamental scal-
ing of energy confinement time with den-
sity and machine size as found in many
smaller devices. These devices are pres-
ently facing density limits (JET) and re-
duced energy confinement with auxiliary

heating (TFTR). Resolution of these lim-
its is important to achieving scientific break-
even. Both JET and TFTR are in the process
of adding multi-megawatts of rf and neu-
tral beam heating. JT-60 continues its oh-
mic testing phase from first plasma in early
1985.

The United States decided to focus its
resources on toroidal devices, and is plan-
ning to shut down the mirror experimental
programs, including TMX, MFTF-B, and
TARA. Moderate-to-large experiments re-
cently approved include ZT-H, a 2-4 MA
reversed-field pinch at Los Alamos (U.S.),
a small field-reversed configuration ex-
periment at Spectra Technology (U.S.).
and a helical concept at Nagoya Universi-
ty (Japan). Significant devices under con-
struction include FRX, a 2-MA RFP at
Padova (Italy); ATF, a stellarator at Oak
Ridge (U.S.): TORE-SUPRA, a supercon-
ducting coil Tokamak at Cadarachc (Fran-
ce), and T-15, the USSR equivalent of the
TFTR. JET and JT-60.

In inertia! confinement fusion, results
accumulated over the past few years have
established that laser wavelengths longer

than about 0.5 microns have unacceptable
coupling and electron preheating. Conse-
quently, the ANT ARES CO2 laser (Los
Alamos, 10 micron wavelength) has been
shut down. However, frequency doubling
and tripling of the 1 micron wavelength
glass lasers at OMEGA (University of Roc-
hester), NOVA (Livermore), and GEKKO-
VII (Japan) has been successful. The
AURORA 20-TW KrF laser (Los Alamos)
is exploring this short-wavelength laser,
with 10 kJ first shots in 1985. The light-
ion driven PBFA-11 experiment (Sandia)
had its first shot at 70 per cent of design
energy. This experiment will eventually
deliver 3.5 MJ/100 TW onto a half-
centimetre pellet. It is possible that PBFA-
II will achieve ignition, although not energy
breakeven.

Plans for next-generation devices con-
tinue, with the United States receiving moral
support from Japan and Europe for an ig-
nition experiment operating by 1992. The
definition of FER (Japan) and NET (Eur-
ope) continued, with concern over tritium
supply affecting fluence goals and blan-
ket design. The Reagan-Gorbachev Initia-
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live has renewed hope for a four-party
engineering test reactor, and discussions
are underway regarding whether and how
such a device could be designed and con-
structed. This device could be a version
of NET or FER, although an early United
States concept. TIBER from Livermore.
proposes more aggressive physics in or-
der to reduce the fusion power from 600
MW to 300 MW, and consequently re-
duce the tritium consumption rate.

Technology Experiments

A number of solid breeder fabrication and
irradiation experiments are underway, ex-
ploring the wide variety of possible mate-
rials. The most significant are the 1986
in-situ tritium recovery tests, which in-
clude CRITIC (Canada), EXOTIC
(Netherlands/Belgium/UK). L1LA (Fran-
ce), LISA (Germany), and VOM (Japan).
The BEATRIX/FUBR-IB experiment in
late 1986 will have a large matrix of inter-
nationally fabricated materials placed in
closed capsules and irradiated for two years
(up to several per cent lithium atom bur-
nup) in the United Stales EBR-I1 fast re-
actor. Liquid metal blankets have enjoyed
renewed popularity in recent design stud-
ies. Europe has active lithium and lithium-
lead corrosion loops, and is starting
experiments aimed at the critical tritium
recovery issue with lithium-lead. The Unit-
ed States continues to view self-cooled
liquid metal blankets as more attractive
than separately-cooled blankets and is ad-
dressing MHD issues in a single-channel
facility at Argonne.

TSTA had commissioned the isotope
separation and some auxiliary systems with
tritium in I9S4. More recently, the plas-
ma exhaust system was "hot" commission-
ed. The JAERI Tritium Processing Lab-
oratory (2-3 g) was completed, although
tritium operation will not begin until 1987.
The tritium lab at KfK (10-200 g) is in the
engineering design stage, and JRC-ISPRA
has contracted out for the development of
tritium lab proposals, with engineering de-
sign to commence in 1986.

In neutronics. the 1986 United Stales
JAERI research program at the FNS facil-
ity (Japan) will incorporate a lithium-bused
reflector around the blanket mockup in
order to heller simulate the fusion envi-
ronment. Tests with Li;O are planned to
try to resolve data and modelling uncer-

tainties enough to determine whether L H O
can provide adequate tritium breeding with-
out a multiplier.

The Large Coil Test Facility at Oak Ridge
has all six international superconducting
magnets installed. Evaluation of the mag-
nets at up to 8 T field strength is underway.

Materials Experiments

The United States has I'ocussed on ferritic
steels and vanadium alloys for commer-
cial reactors, with secondary emphasis on
austenitic steels and copper alloys. Eur-
ope and Japan, with their near-term NET/
FER focus, continue to emphasize modi-
fied austcnitic steels. Recent United States
fission irradiation data extend to 120 dpa
for ferritic steel. 80 dpa for austenitic steel,
and 60 dpa for the vanadium alloy. The
steel data are consistent with the antici-
pated design life of about 200 dpa (15-20
MW-yr/nr) and 120 dpa for the ferritic
and auster-itic steels, respectively. Radiat-
ion-en irtritllement appears to be a signifi-
cant problem for the present United Stales
reference vai.Hium alloys, although not
for others such as V-Ti alloys. Corrosion
experiments indicate that vanadium alloys
are reasonably compatible with lithium and
lithium-lead, and in contrast to earlier pre-
dictions, compatible with reactor-grade he-
lium at high temperatures.

Budgets

General fusion .spending is comparable
among the United Stales. Europe and Ja-
pan (and presumably USSR, although there
is no reliable measure). Budgets are antic-
ipated to be roughly constant over the next
few years at about $3(XMO0 million Unit-
ed Stales equivalent. The United States
budget is decreasing somewhat under the
present deficit-cutting mood in Congress,
while Europe's and Japan's budgets are
increasing slightly in support of their NET
and FT£R devices. Most of the funds are
directed towards physics experiments, par-
ticularly (about 75 per cent) TFTR. JET
and JT-60

Agreements
Canada-Japan
Canada and Japan have signed a memo-
randum of understanding linking the pro-
grams of the two countries in the areas of
fusion physics and in development ol lu-
sion fuel technologies. The agreement fa-
cilitates the exchange of expert stall, to

share scientific and engineering informa-
tion, and to participate in some aspects of
each others" programs. In 1985/86, prog-
ress was made in establishing the detailed
nature of collaboration.

Canada-Europe (EEC)

A memorandum of understanding beiween
Canada and the Commission of European
Communities has been signed. This agree-
ment provides for cooperation in the field
of fusion research and development and
includes plasma physics, remote manipu-
lators, fusion fuels, safety and environ-
ment, plus high power electro-technology.

A memorandum of understanding ex-
pressing interest to collaborate was signed
by the Junta de Energie Nuclear for Spain
and CFFTP with endorsement by NRCC.
The memo will lead to mutual review of
programs and supportive activities.

Canada-United States

An agreement with the United States is
currently under negotiation. The agreement
is intended to cover all aspects of fusion
programs.

CFFTP Outlook for 1986/87
Plans for the second phase program (1987
/92) continue to emphasize tritium tech-
nology and remote handling. There will
continue to be a strong involvement by
universities and industry with significant
transfer of technology to industry. Details
of the program will be worked out be-
tween the partners during 1986/87.

For 1986/87 programs will be designed
to meet objectives established in the pre-
vious years. They can be summarized as
follows:
• Provide close technical support in the

development of fusion fuels related tech-
nology and data required for tritium
burning fusion devices in the next five
years;

• Undertake longer term development for
second generation machines (NET. U.S.
"ignition device") which will require
significant advances in technology:

• Contribute to the overall advancement
of fusion energy development by ad-
dressing generic critical tritium issues
such as trilium-maierial interactions,
safety and environmental areas, and by



participating in conceptual reactor de-
sign studies.

Within the program plan, the following
activities will be highlighted:
• Continued efforts will be made to se-

cure opportunity for Canadian indus-
trial participation in fusion projects, in
providing engineering services and hard-

ware in fusion fuels technology and
remote handling areas;
Continued efforts will be undertaken
to secure strategic opportunities and staff
for assignment to foreign projects. This
will provide training, develop oppor-
tunities for Canadian technology and
promote Canadian capability.

TABLE 1
CFFTP OPERATIONAL SUMMARY FOR FY85/86

Item

Administration
Operations
Technical Program
Development
Tritium
Blanket
Materials
Equipment
Safety

Technology Cost
Technology Revenue

Net Technology Support

Total Project Cost FY 85/86

FY 85/86
Budget

211.000
28X.975

115.000
789,246

1.289.246
539.246
459.246
619.248

185.000

4,496,207

ACTUAL FY 85/86
Program Cost
(Cash Basis)

141,799
380.161

113,267
754.543

1.556,323
646.216
402.973
638.079

946.612
(675,060)

271.552

4,9»4,91J

Supplementary
Funding*

_

-

KM).(KH)
162,950
386.000
204.740

-
261.900

1,115,590

Nulcs:
I Supplementary funding refers in funds conlrihuied by contractors.



Steering Committee of CFFTP
The Steering Committee oversees the Proj-
ect and represents the interests of the tun-
ding partners. It approves the Annual
Project Management Plan and Budget, and
the Annual Report. R presentation is pro-
portional to funding with two members
representing the federal government and
one member each representing the Ontar-
io provincial government and Ontario Hy-
dro. The Steering Committee members and
their alternates are listed below with their
affiliations:

DR. E.P. COCKSHUTT
Director
National Research Council
of Canada
Montreal Road, Bldg M50.
Room 203
Ottawa. Ontario KIA 0R6

DR. H.K. RAE
Vice President
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River. Ontario KOJ 1J0

Mr. N.D. MARKETTOS
Manager. Electro-technology
Programs
Ministry of Energy
56 Wellesley Street West
I lth Floor
Toronto. Ontario M7A 2B7

Mr. W.G. MORISON
Vice-President
Design & Construction Branch
Ontario Hydro
7(M) University Avenue
Toronto. Ontario M5G 1X6

Alternates
Dr. T.S. BROWN
Fusion Project Coordinator
National Research Council
of Canada
Montreal Road. Bldg M55.
Room 3<JK
Ottawa. Ontario K1A 0R6

Dr. DP. JACKSON
Director. National Fusion Program
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River. Ontario KOJ I JO

CFFTP Steering Committee and Protect Stall - clockwise from bottom lelt
T.S Dmlet. H S Irvine. T.S. Brown. E.P Cockshutt. W G Monson
G J Phillips. N.D Markellos. K V Wong. H K Rae. D P Jackson
J.W. Richman. D P Dautovicb

Mr. H.S.IRVINE
Director
Design & Development Division
— Generation
Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue
Toronto. Ontario M5G IX6
Mr. R. GREVEN
Manager. Energy Technology and
Research Programs and Technology
Division
Ministry oi Energy
56 Wellesley Strict West
Toronto. Ontario M7A 2B7

Advisory Committee
The Advisory' Committee is an appointed
body assembled to advise the Project
through the Steering Committee and Proj-
ect Manager on objectives, directions and
technical activities. It has representatives
from the European. United Stales and Jap-
anese programs as well as four Canadian
members representing the various techni-
cal resource sectors of the CFFTP. The
members and their attiliations are as
follows:

MR. J.H. MOORE (Chairman)
CEO of Brascan (retired)
P.O. Box 75X
London. Ontario N6A 4Y8
Dr. J. DARVAS
Division Head. Fusion
Technology
Commission of the European
Communities
DG I2/Fusion
200 Rue de La Loi
B-KVWBruxelles
Belgium
Dr. J.L. ANDERSON
Project Manager. Tritium Systems
Test Assembly
Los Alairuv National Laboratory
University of California
P.O. Box Ifc <1 Mail Stop C34X
Los Alamos. i\.;w Mexico X7545
U.S.A.
Prof. G.L. KULCTNSKI
Fusion Engineering Program
University of Wisconsin
Nuclear Engineering Depi.
1500 Johnson Drive
Madison. Wisconsin 53706
U.S.A.
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Dr. Y. NARUSE
Fusion Research and
Development Centre
Tokai Research Establishment
Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute
319-11 Tokai Ibaraki,
Japan

DR. R.W. MORRISON
Director-General, Uranium and
Nuclear Energy
Energy. Mines & Resources Canada
580 Booth Street
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0E4

DR. R. BOLTON
Chef de Programme
Fusion Thermonucleaire Production
et Conservation de l'energie
Institut de Reserche d'Hydro Quebec
1800MonteeSte-Julie
Varennes, Quebec JOL 2P0

PROF. A. HARMS
McMaster University
Dept. of Physics &
Engineering Physics
1280 Main Street West
Hamilton, Ontario L8S 4KI

DR. G.J. PHILLIPS (Secretary)
Manager, Fusion Fuels
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario
KOJ 1J0

CFFTP ORGANIZATION CHART

TS.0HQLET
l o g n m Manager

Secretary
B. Andrews

K.V.1

Technology Safely

j w MCMMAM

Technology Applicatioi

Supervising Design Engineer
R.R. Slasko

Technology Applications
R.S. Matsugu

Manager, Special Projects
A.B. Meikle

Attached Technical
Staff
S Ng

Junior Engineer-in-Training
S. Brereton

D.P. DAUTOVKH
Manager

Technology Development

Technical Manager - Fusion
O.K. Kveton

Technical Manager
Research Applications
M. Carney

Supervising Design Engineer
P.J. Dinner

Technical Manager - Fusion
C D . Burnham

Blanket Program
Administrator
P. Gierszewski

Site Comptroller
M.C. LOUGHRAN

Financial Services Officer
W.G. Christie

Attached Administrative
Staff
R. Santhanam
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Business Administration
3.J. Morewood

Site Superintendent
D. Tredger

Office & Information Systems
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1 Effective July 1, 1986, T.S. Drolet accepted a position with New Business Ventures
Division, Ontario Hydro. D.P. Dautovich succeeds him as Program Manager CFFTP

Information Retrieval
Specialist
J Nieswandt



Objectives and Priorities

The objectives of the tritium technology
program are to apply existing tritium tech-
nology to near-term international fusion
programs, and to develop new and inno-
vative processes for tritium management
for the next-generation of industrial scale
applications. Critical issues include reduced
inventory, improved reliability and effi-
ciency, lower cost, and increased safety.

The program priorities include tritium
storage and management, plasma fuelling
and exhaust purification, isotope separa-
tion for process streams such as coolant
detritiation. recovery of tritium from breed-
ing blankets, recovery of tritium from build-
ing (air) and secondary containment envel-
opes (inert gas), and extraction and dis-
posal of radioactive wastes.

Accomplishments

Reference Tritium Systems Flowsheet
Development for Fusion Devices

A reference tritium flowsheet was devel-
oped for NLT. System selection was made
considering NliT to be a near-term phys-
ics and engineering test facility having rel-
atively low availability requirement (10-25
per cent), with an emphasis on reliable
and more conventional processes.

For the longer-term. MINIMARS is a
conceptual 600 MWe tandem mirror pow-
er generating device, with high capability
factor (75 per cent). The tritium extrac-
tion methods for various tritium produc-
tion blankets were selected and costed.
The entire reference design concept of the
tritium systems has been completed. This
work was done in conjunction with the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
and will be published late in 19N6.

Both studies were undertaken by a team
from Ontario Hydro (Design and Develop-
ment). Atomic Knergy of Canada Limited
(Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories) and
CFFTP and made a major impact on triti-
um systems design.

Process and/or Equipment Development
Studies

• A conceptual design sludv for a hydro-
gen isntope separation system, with a
corresponding storage and delivery sys-
tem was undertaken for a Muropean
client. A unique solution to the prob-
lem of maintaining pure HT. DT and
HD species was conceptually dcvelop-

Fuel Clean-up System
AECL-CRNL

ed. based on gas chromatography. and
a patent has been applied for.

• A mathematical model lor an air de-
tritiation system study was produced at
CRNL. The model predicts initial HT
reduction factors which are in good
agreement with the observations at San-
dia Laboratories with a similar system.

Gas Chromatography Isotope
Separation Process Development

The development of a small, low inventory
isotope separation process based on gas
chronialography was undertaken through
various laboratory experiments aimed at
producing scale-up factors lor diameter,
column length, optimum temperatures, and
sample si/es. The main ohjecti\e was to
maximi/e the throughput and separation
of the isotope species. A throughput of
1.7 l.'hr was achieved with acceptable
separation in a very small, low inventory
unit. A gas chromatographv system also
successfully completed siv component
separation and initial scale-up tests with a
near industrial scale unit. The research was
undertaken by Ontario Hydro.

Reactor Exhaust Cleanup

A fusion fuels cleanup system, based on
uranium geltering. was built and success-
fully tested with hydrogen earlier in the
vear at the CRNL tritium laboratory. The

work demonstrated that a simple metal get-
ter process can effectively clean fusion
fuels. Future operation with tritium is now
planned.

Glovebox Detritiation System

A test facility built by OHRD and installed
at TSTA has operated successfully since
May 1985. Detritiation tests were carried
out for two flow rates: 0.35 L min and 0.6
L/min and for tritium concentrations rang-
ing from 10 to 1000 mCi.m". Typically,
an order of magnitude reduction in the
tritium concentration can be achieved w ith-
in 10 minutes.

Outlook for 1986/87
The locus of R&D work in the year 19Xo-X7
w ill be in the follow ing areas:

• Tritium extraction from air without con-
version to the oxide form:

• Cietter-hased glove box cleanup systems:
• Tritium extraction from helium:
• Gas chromaiographie isotope separation;

• Laser based isotope separation;

• Canadian Tritium Laboratory capabili-
ty development:

• Completion and update ol existing ref-
erence tritium systems studies; and

• Start of work on a new study: TITAN-
RIP.



Objectives and Priorities
The fusion blanket surrounds the burning
hydrogen core of the fusion reactor. It is
in this blanket where most of the energy
released by the DT fusion reaction is con-
verted into useful product, and where tri-
tium fuel is prod"iced to enable further
operation of the reactor. Energy removal
and tritium production will be needed in
the next genention of fusion devices in
the late 1990's, and certainly for subse-
quent devices.

However, the technology involves new
materials, conditions and processes, and
is in a very early stage of development.
Since the blanket is an important part of
the fusion fuel cycle, and since blanket
research may lead to other useful techno-
logical capabilities, CFFTP has established
a fusion blanket technology research pro-
gram. The objectives of this program are
to understand tritium transport and recov-
ery in blanket systems, and to develop
applications of blanket technology based
on tritium and other relevant expertise.

Accomplishments
The fusion blanket program includes a va-
riety of tasks. The largest part of the ef-
fort was located at, and co-funded by,
AECL-CRNL. Other participants includ-
ed Grumman Aerospace. Rensselaer Pol-
ytechnic Institute. AECL-WNRE and
AECL-CANDU Operations. The work has
been presented in 10 reports. 3 journal
articles and 16 conference papers.

A major emphasis has been to utilize
Canadian ceramic expertise and irradia-
tion test facilities in order to fabricate,
characterize and irradiate candidate solid
breeder materials. CFFTP/CRNL are par-
ticipating in the International BEATRIX
program, in which breeder specimens arc
exchanged among Europe, Canada, Japan
and the United States for comparative test-
ing in various fission reactors.

Irradiation Tests

Six solid breeder static capsule (CREATE
series) irradiations were completed at
CRNL, including LiAld fabricated by
ANL (US). LiAIO. fabricated by CEA
Saclay (France) and Li2O fabricated by
JAER1 (Japan). Post-irradiation testing has
indicated the influence of temperature,
sweep gas composition and container ma-
terial on the rate and form of tritium release.

Fabrication of Lithium Ceramics

Although material specimens were obtain-
ed from other sources for comparison and
to develop the test procedures, the facili-
ties and expertise at CRNL are being used
to produce Canadian materials. Sintered
pellets of LiAlOi have been fabricated and
sent to CEA-Saclay (France). The sphere-
pac form of solid breeder is of substantial
interest, but there is limited international
effort. At CRNL. 2 mm diameter LiAlO2

spheres were fabricated by an agglomera-
tion process, and sol-gel processes arc un-
der development to make even smaller
spheres. Alkoxide and other methods are
being tested for the production of breeder
ceramic powders with the desired charac-
teristics.

Lithium Isotope Chemistry

Many blanket concepts require hLi con-
centrations far above its 7.5 percent natu-
ral isotopic abundance. Liquid/liquid
exchange is one of the most attractive meth-
ods for lithium isotope separation and sev-
eral promising agents have been prepared
for testing. However, the enrichment fac-
tor is only about 1.04 per pass, conse-
quently fast and accurate measurement
techniques are necessary for screening tests.
Experimental work has resulted in lithium
concentration measurement methods (over
a 10s range in concentration) with com-
mercial electrodes, and in NMR and mass
spectrometer techniques to measure ''Li/
7Li isotope ratios.

Fundamental Studies
The elastic recoil detection and nuclear
reaction analysis methods for tritium pro-
filing in near-surface layers (within I mi-
cron) have been developed. Initial meas-
urements of implanted hydrogen, deuteri-
um and tritium in Li2O and LiAlOi have
been completed. Unique measurements of
defects in Li3O through the perturbed an-
gular correlation method were also made.

Structural Materials
A unique cryogenic irradiation facility has
been constructed at the CRNL tandem ac-
celerator. A Zygo scanning laser for very
small strains measurement has been test-
ed. Zirconium samples have been irrad-
iated to low damage rates in 14-McV
neutrons (RTNS-II at LLNL), thermal neu-
trons (IPNS at ANL). high-energy elec-
trons(West Germany), and 15-McV protons

(CRNL) for comparison of the effects of
source particle and energy. Studies with
zirconium have shown the importance of
the surface structure in helium blistering.

Aqueous Lithium Salt Blanket
The next generation of fusion experiments
may require some tritium breeding. Un-
fortunately, these will be the first fusion
devices with significant engineering test-
ing capabilities, so it will not be possible
to provide fusion testing of a blanket prior
to depending on it in the fusion device.

A 'low-risk' blanket concept has been
proposed based on lithium salt dissolved
in low temperature, low pressure water in
a steel shield. This concept can provide,
for example, a net tritium breeding ratio
of 40 per cent with 10 per cent structural
fraction and only 50 per cent torus cover-
age. The use of other structural materials
(especially zirconium alloys), neutron mul-
tipliers, heavy water, higher salt concen-
trations, and higher temperature allows this
concept to provide reactor-relevant powci
and tritium.

Other Activities

The United States FINESSE effort, witl
CFFTP participation, studied the issues
experirr.snts and facilities for nuclear tech
nology. This study is serving as a frame
work for individual program plans an
experiments, as well as for internation;
cooperation.

Organic coolants were also assessec
They offer high temperature, low pre:
sure, limited reactivity with liquid metal:
reduced corrosion and activation, good he
transfer, and no MHD effects. It was show
that decomposition and flammability c:
be controlled in fusion conditions. Hi}
heat flux components and intermediate he
exchangers arc particularly interestii
applications.

Outlook for 1986/87
Cooperation with international organiz
tions will be maintained through the BEA
R1X solid breeder program and the varic
engineering test reactor design groups.

The highlight of the solid breeder eff
will be the CRITIC! open capsule irra
alion of LiiO. Results will include tritii
release behaviour at low temperatu
(400°C> and at high temperatures (900°<
Breeder ceramic fabrication efforts \
focus on developing LiAlO; sphere-|
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material for a future CRITIC test. Analy-
sis of the aqueous lithium salt blanket will
emphasize the near-term application, with
assessment of conventional tritium recov-
ery techniques and corrosion issues.

GLOVE BOX FOR
SWEEP GAS TRITIUM

ANALYSIS

INSTRUMENTED RIG

NRU REACTOR S VESSEL CRITIC Facility Lithium/Tniium Sweep Gas Tests



Objectives and Priorities
Objectives of this program area are to:

• Contribute towards resolving critical is-
sues in materials technology related to
tritium required for fusion;

• Develop and evaluate special purpose
materials for fusion applications;

• Provide training in fusion science and
technology.

The focus of the program is on tritium.
Priority ureas addressed arc:

• Interaction of plasma with the first wall
and first wall protective coatings with
emphasis on chemical erosion, reten-
tion and permeation of hydrogen species;

• Interaction of tritium with materials used
in fusion reactor systems:

• Development of special materials to con-
trol permeation.

Accomplishments
University Research Study
University of Toronto Institute for Aero-
space Studies (UT1AS): data on the de-
pendence of the chemical erosion rate of
carbon on H * flux up to a flux of 2
x |()"7cm~s were obtained. The ero-
sion rate increased with flux up to a flux
of about 3 x lO'^/crrrs beyond which
it appeared to saturate and fall off. This is
an important step towards establishing data
for reactor operating conditions, at a flux
of 10lx-1O'"/cm2s. The synergistic effects
of H ' and H" on erosion were estab-
lished using sub-eV H" and 0.07 - I keV
H ' . an energy range which comple-
ments data obtained elsewhere. Chemical
erosion of carbon was also measured di-
rectly at the DITE device at Culham, us-
ing an internally heated carbon probe.

An international cooperative study on
"carbonization" in Tokamaks was initiat-
ed involving research groups at TEXTOR
(at Julich). INEL (U.S.). and UTIAS.

Construction of the tritium laboratory
for plasma/first-wall studies at UTIAS was
completed. Development and procurement
of experimental equipment is in progress.

At McMaster University in Hamilton,
an experimental facility is under construc-
tion for studying iritium permeation under
temperature gradients and irradiation con-
ditions, and for evaluating the perform-
ance of permeation barriers. A literature
review on tritium permeation barriers was
completed.

UTIAS High Flux Ion Accelerator
and Wall Erosion Test Facility

Fabrication of a prototype tritium pump
based on the principle of asymmetric per-
meation through bi-layer materials is near-
ly complete. A permeation probe which
measures the flux of hydrogen atoms to
the first wall was developed in collabora-
tion with TEXTOR and tested with and
without carbonization.

Broad expertise in the area of tritium
interactions with materials is being devel-
oped. This is an important capability which
complements tritium technology develop-
ments. Examples of potential future de-
velopments are: the testing of components
for tritium service, evaluation of cryo-
sorption pump materials, research on the
cryogenic properties of Iritium. and the
compilation of a database on tritium-
compatible materials and equipment.

Outlook for 1986/87
At University of Toronto Institute for Aer-
ospace Studies, collaborative research with
TEXTOR and INEL on Tokamak "car-
bonization"" will be well underway during
1986/87. The research program on the in-
teraction of plasma with protective carbon
coatings will be directed towards addres-
sing requirements of specific facilities or

projects such as JET and NET. Methodol-
ogy will be developed to predict the level
of tritiated methane in the plasma exhaust
of carbon coated Tokamaks. This will be
useful in the design of plasma exhaust clean-
up systems. The iritium laboratory is ex-
pected to be commissioned with tritium
towards the end of the fiscal year and some
tritium experimentation on plasma/first-wall
interactions using tritium will be initiated.
There will be staff attachments at JET to
assist in the interpretation of data on plas-
ma edge properties, and at Culham to con-
tinue work on direct measurements of
chemical erosion of carbon.

At McMaster University, experiments
will begin on the diffusion of tritium in
metals under temperature gradient and ir-
radiation. Tritium permeation barriers will
be fabricated and evaluated.

The prototype passive tritium pump based
on asymetric permeation will be tested for
feasibility, and if promising, development
of a specific product will be initiated.

Tests of the tritium compatibility of
cryosorplion pump materials, in particu-
lar charcoal, and of the cryogenic proper-
ties of tritium, may be initiated.
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Objectives and Priorities
The safety-related aspects of tritium and
its effects on the natural environment are
areas where there is considerable Canadi-
an expertise and where CANDU experi-
ence can be extrapolated to fusion app-
lications. The objectives and associated
strategies of this area are to:

• Conduct R&D to adapt and extend ex-
isting Canadian experience in tritium
safe handling, safety assessment, con-
trol, monitoring, and personnel protec-
tion to meet the requirements of near-
term fusion reactors and tritium labo-
ratories; and

• Conduct research to address generic tri-
tium safety issues related to dosime-
try. in-plant and environmental behav-
iour with emphasis on the gaseous form
of tritium.

The program is focussed on four main
R&D areas.

• Development of tritium monitors:

• Dosimetry developments:

• Environmental impact assessment, and

• Fusion safety analysis.

Accomplishments
Highlights of 85/86 include:

• Commercialization of a portable triti-
um monitor, and a gamma-compensated
general purpose area monitor. These
instruments are now available from Scin-
trex of Canada, and are being market-
ed worldwide.

• Further development and prototyping
of an HT/HTO discriminating moni-
tor, and tritium process monitor such
that these devices are ready for tech-
nology transfer to Canadian industry.

• Developing and prototyping of high
range process tritium monitors.

• Completion of a study on the skin up-
take of tritium from tritium-contaminated
metal surfaces.

• Completion of a set of radiological safe
ty criteria for application to the MIN-
IMARS design study, in addition to
engineering safety assessments perfor-
med as part of this study. Canadian
contributions are documented in the
MINIMARS conceptual report issued
by Lawrence Livermore National Lab-
oratories (LLNL) in California.

• Cooperation with European research
agencies in precalculations and disper-
sion code comparisons in preparation
fora tritium release experiment planned
for France in May 1986.

• Further development of the Ontario Hy-
dro Tritium Dispersion Code (OHTDC).
in order to enhance OHTDC as a pre-
dictive tool, and increase speed of
execution.

• Completion of an international com-
parison study of twelve tritium disper-
sion codes (including OHTDC and
PATHWAY), with publication of re-
sults in the proceedings of the 1985
Dayton Tritium Conference.

Outlook for 1986/87
Initial safety studies were performed in
support of the TITAN compact reactor de-
sign study directed by UCLA. CFFTP con-
tributions to this project will continue
through 1988, and will focus on issues of
tritium removal, tritium control, and safe-
ty engineering.

Planning activities have commenced for
a Canadian Tritium Release Experiment,
which will examine such phenomena as
T2 oxidation in atmosphere and in soils,
resuspension and redeposition rates, and
uptake in plants. Although a site has not
been formally selected at time of writing,
international interest has already assured
participation by Japanese and European
scientists.

Work continues in refining protective
suits for use in tritium environments. Cur-
rently available Canadian designed suits
are being offered for use at several fusion
projects.

Canadian safety expertise continues to
be applied to various international fusion
projects. Participation in several fusion de-
sign studies is ongoing, with input being
sought on several upcoming design proj-
ects. Attachment of staff to fusion centres
and facilities, and international collabora-
tive studies in the safety and environment
areas continue to provide recognizable Ca-
nadian contributions to the fusion com-
munity.

Development of tritium monitors will
continue, with emphasis on those types of
instruments which would have more im-
mediate application and commercial po-
tential. Present instruments will be refined

HTOIHT Discriminating Monitor
AECUCFFTP

as appropriate based on user feedback. In-
itial feasibility studies have commenced
to evaluate various proriising technolog-
ies associated with portable alarming triti-
um dosimeters. Active development of such
a device, for which a real need is seen at
future fusion/tritium facilities, will be ini-
tiated when the optimal concept has been
identified.

High Level
Tritium Process Monitor
AECUCFFTP

Analytical tools for engineering safety
assessments will continue to be develop-
ed. Specifically, enhancements to the
OHTDC dispersion code; and development
of other computerized safely-related codes
will be initiated. Research will be carried
out on tritium adsorption and outgassing
in materials and surfaces, surface tritium
contamination, monitoring and control.
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Objectives and Priorities
The objective of the equipment technolo-
gy program is to utilize and adapt to fu-
sion applications, the Canadian experience
gained in the development of tritium han-
dling equipment IbrCANDU reactors, and
the remote handling equipment developed
for the space program and maintenance of
CANDU reactors.

The equipment development program
focuses on the development of remote han-
dling equipment for use with diagnostics
and maintenance systems and on the de-
velopment, manufacture and testing of tri-
tium compatible components such as tritium
storage and transportation containers, tri-
tium transfer pumps and leakproof valves.

Accomplishments
Contracts in the equipment technology pro-
gram in 1985/86 were placed virtually ex-
clusively with Canadian industry.

CFFTP was involved in remote han-
dling activities at three of the major inter-
national fusion projects during 1985/86.
specifically TFTR, JET and NET.

At TFTR, a Canadian team produced a
conceptual design for an in-vessel mainte-
nance manipulator in cooperation with per-
sonnel from the United States, France and
Germany. The Canadian team included rep-
resentatives from Spar Aerospace. DSMA
Atcon, CAE and Ontario Hydro. The ma-
nipulator was designed to perform main-
tenance and inspection tasks at any point
inside the torus including: detection of to-
rus vacuum leaks at operating vacuum and
temperature; scheduled maintenance tasks
including tile replacement; visual inspec-
tion of the inside of the torus; and un-
scheduled maintenance tasks. To enable
the manipulator to reach any point within

the torus, an articulated arm nine metres
long was designed with live motorized
links. The arm was designed to support a
450 kg load at full extension and to carry
a variety of "end-of-arm" tools.

The attachment which began in 1984/85
of a Remote Handling Applications Group
Leader from Spar Aerospace to JET con-
tinued during 1985/86. This Remote Han-
dling Group is responsible for:

• Establishing remote handling procedures
for all JET components;

• Designing and developing special tools,
devices and attachments for interfac-
ing with manipulators and transporters;

• Setting up of man/machine interfaces
and control room cabling, electronics
and computer links; and

• Training of personnel in the use of tools
and manipulators.

Some highlights of work in 1985/86 in-
clude development of a number of special
cutting and welding tools and work on an
overall control system for remote handling;
an articulated boom master model; remote
handling database definition; and design
of a torus access cabin.

In addition, a conceptual design study
for the NET team was initiated to assess
the requirements for and develop a con-
cept for the in-vessel manipulator. It is
being carried out by Spar Aerospace.

TFTR Maintenance Manipulator Design Concept

In the area of hardware development,
an award was made of a contract for con-
struction of a 500,000 curie double-walled
uranium getter bed based on a design by
OHRD.

Outlook for 1986/87
The focus of the equipment technology
program in 1986/87 will continue to be on
the involvement of Canadian industry in
the development of remote handling sys-
tems and of equipment suitable for use in
the fusion fuels processing loops needed
for fusion energy systems and for tritium
laboratories.

The major effort will be on remote han-
dling activities at JET and NET. At JET,
the attachment of Dr. A. Rolfe of Spar
Aerospace as Remote Handling Applica-
tions Group Leader will continue. AT NET,
the study begun in March 1986 to assess
the definition of requirements and devel-
op a concept for the in-vcssel manipulator
will be completed. Further potential Ca-
nadian involvement in remote handling ac-
tivities at NET will be evaluated at the
conclusion of the in-vessel study.

With respect to equipment suitable for
tritium service, the construction and test-
ing of a 500.000 curie uranium getter bed
will be completed. Two different designs
for leakproof valves for tritium service will
be evaluated.
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Objectives and Priorities
Several of the research and development
projects being undertaken in the live stra-
tegic technology areas have been success-
fully demonstrated in the laboratory and
are ready to be commercially produced
for use in the international fusion commu-
nity. To ensure that the products develop-
ed are successfully manufactured and
marketed, a technology transfer program
was initiated during 1985/86.

The objectives of the program are to
successfully transfer to Canadian industry
promising fusion technology developments
and to maintain a high profile of Canadian
products in international fusion projects.
Priorities include the identification of re-
search and development activities most like-
ly to be successfully industrialized, the
selection and motivation of Canadian in-
dustries to which technologies should be
transferred and the construction and dem-
onstration of full-scale prototypes.

Accomplishments
Technology transfer highlights in 1985/86
included:

• A tritium monitor user survey to estab-
lish R&D priorities in the safety and
environment technology area:

• Initiation of procedures for selection
of a Canadian supplier for the gas chro-
matography process for hydrogen iso-
tope separation:

• Selection of a fabricator for the urani-
um getter bed, and

• A one-day seminar inscribing CFFTP
research activities and discussing tech-
nology transfer in Canada. Seminar at-
tendees included CFFTP contractors,
and federal and provincial government
officials.

Outlook for 1986/87
Technology transfer activities in 1986/87
will concentrate on:
• Finalizing the industrialization of the

area tritium monitors developed by
CRNL and manufactured by Scintrcx:

• Selecting a Canadian company for man-
ufacture of a process tritium monitor
developed by CRNL:

• Completing the selection of a Canadi-
an company for the production of the
gas chromatography process.

• Negotiating a licensing agreement for
the manufacturing rights for the urani-
um getter bed.

Uranium Getter Bed
Developed by OHRD
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One of the methods for exchanging information between organizations is via staff assignments or attachments to international facilities.
Eight people were on attachment in 1985/86 for terms ranging from five months to three and one-half years in length. They were
assigned to projects in the United States. England and West Germany. The individuals on assignment and their parent organization,
international facility and location, duration and nature of work are described below in more detail.

Facility: Joint European Torus (JET), Culham,
England

Individual: Peter Stangeby

Organization: University of Toronto

Technology Area: Materials

Duration: April 1985 - August 1985

Studies in plasma edge diagnostics.

Facility: DITE Tokamak, Culbam, England
Individual: Mr. S. Pitcher

Organization: University of Toronto

Technology Area: Materials

Duration. April 1985 - March 1986
Determination of chemical erosion rate of carbon by direct
measurements at DITE.

Facility: Joint European Torus (JET), Culham,
England

Individual: Alan Rolfe
Organization: SPAR Aerospace
Technology Area: Equipment
Duration: September 1984 - March 1987
The purpose of this assignment is to lead the remote handling
applications group at Joint European Torus fusion reactor ex-
periment located at Culham, England. Completed tasks in-
clude formulation of the remote handling overall control system,
and definition of an 18-month work plan for the remote han-
dling applications group.

Facility: Next European Torus (NET), Garching,
West Germany

Individual: Paul Dinner

Organization: Ontario Hydro

Technology Area: Tritium

Duration: October 1984 - October 1986
Participate in review of NET technical objectives, critical is-
sues, and design criteria: participate in the NET iritium sys-
tems definition and assist in the management of tritium technology
research and development.

Facility: TEXTOR, Julicn, West Germany
Individual: Walter Shmayda

Organization: Ontario Hydro

Technology Area: Materials

Duration: May 1985 - December 1985

Studies in the permeation of hydrogen isotopes through bi-
layer materials.

Facility: FINESSE, UCLA, Los Angeles,
California

Individual: Paul Gierszewski
Organization: Ontario Hydro
Technology Area: Materials
Duration: September 1983 - December 1985
Participated in the FINESSE study led by UCLA to identify
and rank critical fusion technology issues, to evaluate and
quantify testing needs and to identify testing facilities.

Facility: Joint European Torus (JET), Culham,
England

Individual: Charles Gordon
Organization: Ontario Hydro
Technology Area: Safety and Environment
Duration: March 1985 - March 1987
Assignment to UKAEA as safety engineer for JET Tritium
Recycling System, including safety .ind licensing analysis on
JET tritium systems and other work as requested by the Site
Joint Safety Officer.

Facility: Massachusetts Institute of Technolog)
(MIT), Boston, Mass.

Individual: Sandra Brercton

Organization: Grad Student Associated with CFFTP

Technology Area: Safety and Environment

Duration: September 1983 - March 1987
Analysis of the relative safety between Tokamaks and mirro
fusion devices. Economic evaluation of safety comparison o
D-D fusion.
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Objectives and Priorities
The technology applications area of CFFTP was formed to
offer services lo international fusion projects. These services
are based on established Canadian tritium technology gained
from 30 years of experience operating CANDL' nuclear power
and experimental fission reactors and also, more recently. from
the extensive R&D program focussed on tritium technology as
applied to fusion fuel cycles. Services include design, design
reviews, supply, installation, commissioning and project man-
agement. These activities help locus CFFTP R&D programs
and ensure the relevance of these programs to the world's
fusion developments.

Fusion Services
During ll>S5 X(>. CFFTP offered sen ices based on demonstrat-
ed expertise in these applied technology areas:

• Fusion fuel systems and laboratory facilities for fusion reac-
tors burning tritium:

• Fusion fuel storage and handling systems and laboratory
facilities:

• Fusion reactor exhaust gas cleanup sv stems:

• Fusion reactor and breeder blanket technology:

• Remote handling systems for tusion reactor maintenance
and operation:

• Safety assessment and equipment:

• Fnvirormiental studies for fusion establishments:

• Radioactive waste management.

Design Services
CFFTP offered design sen ices to fusion laboratories and to
projects supporting fusion development work. CFFTP design
capabilities span (he complete range from preliminary assess-
ment of requirements through provision of complete detailed
designs. Safety analysis is an integral part of the design proc-
ess. Detail designs included feedback from safety assessments.
Supporting documentation and manuals were supplied lo cus
Miner's required standards.

In 1485 Sfi. CFFTP provided customers expertise in all phases
ol design work:

• Assessment of customer requirements:

• Conceptual designs;

• Preliminary designs:

• Complete detailed designs:

• Fquipment selection:

• Manuals, documentation and draw ings to customer" s standards.

Construction and Commissioning Services

CFFTP construction management teams can engineer and su-
pervise construction ol fusion fuel systems and laboratory la-
eilities. CFFTP can also supply the skilled construction staff
needed to install and commission the advanced equipment com-
mon to fusion development. CFFTP offers expertise in all
construction phases:

• Construction planning and scheduling:

• Project management:
• Fquipmenl and materials purchasing:

• Construction supervisors and crew:

• Testing of components and systems;

• Preparation of commissioning plans and startup and operat-
ing procedures:

• Commissioning of completed systems and facilities.

Accomplishments in I985/X6
Highlights of the contracts awarded lo CFFTP Technology
Applications during the year include the following projects:

Contract Awarded:

International Facility:

Contract Duration:

Accelerator Tritium S\ stems
Phase I. Preliminary Fngincering
F.NKA
Frascali Neutron Generator. Italy
Six months, commencing May
1485

Resource Organizations: CFFTP. Ontario Hydro.
AFCLCRNI.

Preliminary engineering of a large! exhaust clean-up system
and an emergency air clean-up system was performed by CFFTP
on behalf of Frascali in 1485. The exhaust clean-up system
will remove tritium from the vacuum pump exhaust gases. In
addition lo the Vacuum Fxhaust Clean up System and its glove-
box, a utilities glovebox and target changing glovebox have
been conceptualized. A simplified How diagram is given in
Figure 3.

Contract Awarded: Microballoon Filling Station lor
Inertial Confinement Fusion
Studies Phase I: Design

International Facility: I'niversity of Rochester
laboratory lor Laser Fnergelics

Contract Duration: Five months, ending ()ctober 31.
148?

Resource Organizations: Ontario Hydro. Nuclear
Materials Management
Department

The Laboratory for Laser F.nergetics tLLIi) at the I'niversily ol
Rochester commissioned CFFTP to design its tritium handling
and microhalloon filling systems. The systems will he used for
storing and handling tritium, and for filling iiiicrorKilloon laser
targets with tritium. The microballoon targets will be irradiated
by lasers in the study of incrtial confinement fusion.
The systems designed included.

• Tritium storage and handling facilities;

• Mierohailoon target charging loop;

• (ilovehov:
• Walk-in fumehood:

• Instrumentation and control systems
The storage and charging systems use uranium beds as interim
storace and transfer devices.
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Operating inventory of the systems is expected to be 5 kiloeuries.
Design work was directed so that lor radiation safety purposes,
radiation doses from tritium will meet the ALARA principle -
As Low As Reasonably Achievable. This principle was ap-
plied to minimi/ing research worker radiation doses and public-
doses.

Contract Awarded:

blc for Ihe building and services and SNIA is responsible for the
secondary containment and Air Detritiation System.

International Facility:

Contract Duration:

ETHEL Conceptual Design
(ISPRA. Italy)
JRC. Ispra - European Tritium
Handling Experimental
Laboratory (ETHEL)
Six months, commencing March
1.1986

Resource Organizations: CFFTP. Ontario Hydro. Ansaldo.
Monserco Limited.
AECL-CRNL. SNIA Techint

JRC. Ispra has awarded lour contracts for conceptual design
and costing of a tritium laboratory (Phase I). The laboratory
will handle up lo KM) i; of tritium which will be used in various
experiments in support of the NET project. CFFTP teamed
with Ansaldo. Nira (prime contractor) and SNIA Techint of
Italy to bid for the contract and the team received one of the
four awards. CFFTP's role is in the primary tritium process
system design and in the safety analysis. The systems within
CFFTP's scope are Tritium Receiving and Storage: Tritium
Transfer System. Data Acquisition System: Waste Manage-
ment System and the Monitoring System. Ansaldo is responsi-

Contract Awarded:
International Facility:

Contract Duration:

Resource Organizations:

Vacuum Pump Study

NET Study Team. Garching.
West Germany

Twelve months, commencing
April I. I9K6

CFFTP. AECL-CRNL.
Grumman

A design study of the NET vacuum system is being performed.
This will include both a compound cryopump and a lurbomol-
ecular pump option. Leybold-Heraeus of West Germany is the
prime contractor. Tritium expertise and compound cryopump
expertise are being provided by CFFTP and Grumman Aero-
space, respectively. The study will establish the cost, salety
and technical risk associated with each option. CFFTP's role
will be in assessing tritium impact on radiological safety, mainte-
nance and certain materials aspects ol the two options.

Contract Awarded:

International Facility:
Contract Duration:

Resource Organizations:

Study of Isotope Separation
Methods
K1K. Karlsruhe. West Germany
Two months, commencing
September I«JX5
CFFTP. OHRD. AECL-CRNL

KIK/Karlsruhe has awarded CFFTP a contract to study the
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options available to perform the separation of all six hydrogen
isotope combinations. These are H : . Dj. HD. HT and DT. The
separation device is to be used as a service facility in the KfK
laboratory project, which is currently in the design phase. The
study showed that a Gas Chromatograph Column (GCC) would
most suitably meet the requirements of the KfK tritium labora-
tory. Two separation .systems based on GCC technology are
now under development, one supported by Sul/er in West
Germany and one by OHRD.

Tritium Safe Handling Training Course:

Tritium safe handling training courses were conducted at Prin-
ceton University (June I9N4) and in Canada (September and
November 1984). Durina Mav 1985. a fourth course was siven

in Canada with 19 people attending from eight different coun-
tries. A total of about 9(1 people from eight different countries
in North America, huropc and Japan have now participated in
these courses.

Outlook for 1986/87
The projection in 1986/87 is for a continued expansion of the
volume of contracts, based on the increasing rate of expendi-
ture on fusion fuel related facilities around the world. Several
of the projects in which CKFTP has already been involved are
moving into the detail design, procurement, construction and
commissioning phases. CFFTP resource organizations have
capabilities in all of these areas and we anticipate increased
participation.
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

AECL Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
ANL Argonne Nuclear Laboratory
BEATRIX Breeder Materials Exchange Matrix
B1LD Business Industrial Leadership

Development
CAE CAE Electronics Limited
CANATOM Canalom Inc.
CANDU Canada Deuterium Uranium
CEA Commissariat A L'Energie Alomique
CEC Commission of European Communities
CFFTP Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project
CGE Canadian General Electric Co. Ltd.
CRNL Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
DOE U.S. Department of Energy
DSMA Dilworth. Secord. Meagher & Associates

Ltd.
EEC European Economic Commission
ENEA Comitato Na/ionale per la ricerca e per lo

sviluppo dell'Energia nucleate e delle Energie
Alternative

ERD Elastic Recoil Detection
ETHEL European Tritium Handling Experimental

Laboratory
ETR Engineering Test Reactor
FBB Fusion Breeder Blanket
FEDC Fusion Engineering Design Centre
FEMP Fusion Engineering Materials Program
FER Fusion Engineering Reactor
FINESSE Fusion Integrated Nuclear Experiment

Strategy Study Effort
FNS Fusion Neutron Source
FTU Frascali Tokamak Upgrade. Italy
GAC Grumman Aerospace Corporation
GCC Gas Chromatograph Column
HVAC Heating. Ventilation and Air Conditioning
IGNITOR Ignition Torus
INEL Idaho National Engineering
JAERI Japanese Atomic Energy Research Institute
JET Joint European Torus
JRC ISPRA Joint Research Centre. Ispra. Italy
KFA Institut Fur Plasmaphysik der

Kcmforschungsanlagc. Julich
KfK Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe

Nuclear Research Centre

LLE Laboratory lor Laser Energetics,
University of Rochester

LLNL Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
MARS Mirror Advanced Reactor Study

(2(XK)MWe)
MIES McMaster (University! Institute for Energy

Studies
MINIMARS Mini-Mirror Advanced Reactor Study (MM)

MWe)
MOE Ontario Ministry of Energy
MOL The Nuclear Research Centre (SCK/CEN)

located at Mol. Belgium
MONSERCO Monscrco Ltd.
NET Next European Torus
NMMD Nuclear Materials Management

Department
NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
NRA Nuclear Reaction Analysis
NRCC National Research Council of Canada
NRL1 Nuclear Reactor Universal
NRX Nuclear Reactor Experimental
OH Ontario Hydro
OHRD Ontario Hydro Research Division
OHTDC Ontario Hydro Tritium Dispersion Code
OHTE Ohmically Heated Toroidal Experiment
ORNL Oak Ridge Nuclear Laboratory
PAC Perturbed Angular Correlation
PPPL Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
RPI Rensselaer Polytcchnical Institute
SPAR SPAR Aerospace Limited
TEXTOR Tokamak Experiment for Technology

Oriented Research
TFCX Tokamak Fusion Core Experiment
TFTR Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor
TIBER Tokamak Ignition/Burn Experimental

Research
TSTA Tritium Systems Test Assembly
UCLA University of California. Los Angeles
UKAEA United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
URLL University of Rochester Laser Laboratory
UTIAS University of Toronto Institute for

Aerospace Studies
WNRE Whiteshell Nuclear Research

Establishment



REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS ISSUED TO-DATE

CFFTP TECHNICAL REPORTS (Available upon request)

CFFTP-G-82002
Remote Handling Needs of the Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory.
V. Smillnicks. DSMA. Spar. CAE Ontario Hydro. CGE. July.

CFFTP-G-82003
The Tritium Monitoring Requirements of Fusion and the
Status or Research
S.B. Nickerson. R.F. (ierdingh. K. Penlold. Onlario Hydro.
Monserco. Canaloni. October 19X2.

CFFTP-G-82004
A Recommended Program of Tritium Monitoring Research
and Development
S.B. Nickerson. R.F. Gerdingh. K. Penlold. Ontario Hydro.
Monserco. Cunulom. October 14X2.

CFFTP-(;-82005
A Review of Tritium Licensing Requirements
A Meikle. CFFTP. December 14X2

CFFTP-C;-82007
Status Report on Potential Future Nuclear Energy Cycles
in the Period 1982-2020
Monserco. November. 19X2.

CFFTP-G-82008
Health. Safety and Environmental Research Program
P.J. Dinner. CFFTP. January 14X3.

CFFTP-G-83010
Database for Fusion Devices and Associated Fuel Systems
P.W. Woolgar. Woolgar Management Sen ices. March 14X3

CFFTP-G-83011
TSOAK-MI: An Examination of Its Model and Methods
D.H. Edgell. University ol Waterloo. Ma\ 19X3

CFFTP-G-83013
A Review of the R&D Status in Fusion
E.B. IX-ksnis. Canalom. Ma\ 14X3.

CFFTP-G-8J0I5

Tritium-Surface Interactions - A Study to Define Current
Understanding and Areas for Future R&D
J.S. Kirkaldy. MIES. June 14X3.

CFFTP-G-83017
Applications of the Water Gas Shift Reaction to Fusion
Fuel Exhaust Streams
A.M. McKay. Ontario Hydro. October 14X3

CFFTP-G-83018
A Design Assessment of Tritium Removal Systems for the
Mirror Advanced Reactor Study
S.K. Sood. O.K. Kveton. Onlario Hydro. October 14X3

CFFTP-G-83020
Assessment of Compact Alternate Reactor Concepts for
Magnetic Confinement Fusion - Phase I
P.J. Dinner. S.B. Nickerson. W.T. Shmayda.
DP. Dautovich. Onlario Hydro. CFFTP.
September 19X3

CFFTP-G-84022
Helium-3 Induced Enhancement of Tritium Production for
Fusion Reactors
Ci.F. Thomas. Ontario H\dro. November 14X3

CFFTP-G-84023
Microwave Regeneration of Molecular Sieves
V.P. Singh. Ontario Hydro. May 14X4

CFFTP-G-84024
An Analytic Approximation for Time-Dependent Retention
and Re-Cycle of Atomic Hydrogen in Materials
PC. Stanaebv. LTIAS. April 14S4

CFFTP-G-84025
Health Physics in Fusion Reactor Design The
Application of CANDl1 Experience with Tritium
K Y Wong. P.J. Dinner. Ci.A. Vivian. CFFTP. Ontario
Hvdro. June 14X4

CFFTP-G-84026
Adsorption of Moisture on Molecular Sieve Adsorbents at
Low Humidity
V.P. Singh. Ontario Hvdro. Jul> 14X4
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CFFTP-G-84027
A Review of Tritium Conversion Reactions
JR. Robins. Ontario Hydro. June 1984

CFFTP-G-84029
Review of Compact, Alternate Concepts for Magnetic
Confinement Fusion
SB. Nickerson. Ontario Hydro. June 1984

CFFTP-G-84030
Low Level Tritium Research Facility for the University of
Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies
N.P. Kherani. W.T. Shmayda. Oniario Hydro. June 19X4

CFFTP-G-84032
Simulation and Optimization for the Measurement of
Tritium Profiles in Solids
P.T. Wan. D A . Thompson. MIES. July 14X4

CFFTP-G-84033
A Review of Fusion Breeder Blanket Technology:
Part I - Review and Findings
DP. Jackson. W.N. Sclander. B.M. Townes. T.C. Leunu.
J.N. Miller. R.A Verrall. R.L. Tapping. J.S. Geis-er.
O S . Tatone. E C Carlick. P.M. Garvey. W.J. Hollander.
I.J. Hastings. A D . Lane AECL-CRNL. January 1985

CFFTP-G-84034
Internal Dosimetry of Tritiated Hydrogen Gas
B.h. Peterman. J R . Johnson. D.W. Dunlord.
R.G.C McElrov. AECL-CRNL. February 19X5

CFFTP-G-85016

Photochemical Decomposition of H:O and NH, Using
Colloidal Semiconductor Catalysts as a Method of
Tritium Recovery from Water
K.J. Monserrat. L.M. DSou/a. AECL-CRNL. University of
Toronto, hehruarv

CFFTP-C;-85035
Elemental Tritium Deposition and Conversion in the
Terrestrial Environment
T.G. Dunslall. G.L. Ogram. KS. Spencer. Ontario Hydro.
January I "85

CFFTP-G-H5036
Lithium Isotope Separation: A Review of Possible Techniques
E.A. Symons. AECL-CRNL. February 1985

CFFTP-G-85037
Radiological Safety Assessment of a Reference INTOR Facility
T.A. Khan. Ontario Hydro. March \W5

CFFTP-G-85038
Methane Impurity Production in the Fusion Reactor
P.T. Dawson. MIES. November 1984

CFFTP-G-85039
International Comparison of Computer Codes for
Modelling the Dispersion and Transfer of
Tritium Released to the Atmosphere
S.B. Russell, T.F. Kempe. and K.i. Donnelly. Ontario
Hydro. May 1985

CFFTP-G-85040
Study of Low-Z Coatings for JET Under Exposure to
Electrons, Laser Radiation and Atomic Hydrogen
A.A. Haas/., J.W. Davis. O. Auciello. P C . Stangeby.
UTIAS. May 1985

CFFTP-G-85041
Review of Synergisms in Materials Erosion Due
to Multispecies Impact
A.A. Haas/. O. Auciello. PC. Stangeby. UTIAS. May 1985

CFFTP-B-85044
Laser Induced Release of Gases from First Wall Coatings
for Fusion Applications
J.W. Davis. A.A. Haas/:. PC. Stangeby. UTIAS. September
1985

CFFTP-B-85045
The Effect of Bulk Hydrogen Inventory on the Chemical
Erosion of Graphite
A.A. Haas/. O. Auciello. PC. Stangeby. UTIAS. September
1985
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CFFTP PUBLICATIONS

Fusion Energy and Canada's Role
July. 1986
P.J. Spratt & Associates

This sixteen-page colour booklet has been written by teachers
to provide the layman with general background information on
the topic of fusion energy.

Fusion Fuels Technology (Quarterly Newsletter)
This newsletter reports to the fusion energy development com-
munity and to stakeholders in fusion development. These are
research institutions, fusion projects, industry, government agen-
cies, utilities and universities. Each issue reports on achieve-
ments in the fields of activity and research undertaken by CFFTP.
contracts awarded and completed, research projects completed
and ongoing, and developments in cooperation agreements be-
tween members of the fusion community. Descriptions are
given of available and developing technologies which have a
broad appeal to fusion laboratories, development agencies and
related industries.

CFFTP Activities Report
Yearly review of CFFTP activities and accomplishments along
with a summary of future plans.

CFFTP PUBLICATION AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE

Canadian Tritium Experience
CFFTP. 1984.
$150.00 US (Prepayment or invoice)

The objective of this document is to present key aspects of
Canadian tritium technology, and CANDU operating data and
experience, related to tritium handling and safety that may be
of practical interest and use to the fusion community. Topics
include tritium production and loss, tritiated heavy water man-
agement, airborne tritium control, tritium extraction and im-
mobilization, occupational radiation safety, and environmental
safetv.

Most CFFTP publications are available free of charge upon
request. Any charges are noted under the title.
For a copy of a publication or to be placed on the mailing list to
receive a copv of the newsletter contact the:

Information Resource Centre

Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project

27(X> Lakeshore Road West

Mississauga. Ontario

L5J 1K3

Telephone: (416) 823-8215

Telex: <)6-9X2333
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CONTRACTS
FY 1985/86

TRITIUM TECHNOLOGY

CONTRACT

1.05 Trilium Recovery from Exhaust Streams

1.18 Fuel Cleanup by Cias Chromalography

1.23 Geller System* lor Husion Exhaust Cleanup

1.30 General Consulting in Support of CFFTP

1.35 Laser Tritium Separation - Phase II

1.37 Allachment to NET

1.38 Testing of Fusion Fuel Cleanup System

1.34 NET Fuel Loop & Blanket Tritium Systems Design

1.40 NET Trilium Systems

1.42 Minimars Study for LLNL

t .43 Optimization of Air Dctritiation System

1.44 Air Detritiation by Electrolysis

1.45 Testing of Liquid Electrolytic Cell

1.47 FCU by Large Scale das Chromalography

1.48 Glove Box Atmospheric Delritialion

BREEDER TECHNOLOGY

CONTRACT

2.02 Breeder Technology Program Management (I)

2.03 Solid Breeder Irradiation Test (II)

2.04 Lithium Ceramics Fabrication (III)

2.05 Lithium Compound Chemistry 11V)

2.06 Fundamental Breeder Studies (V)

2.07 Neutronics (VI)

2.08 Blanket Structural Materials IVII)

2.04 Blanket Systems Engineering (VIII)

2.10 Joint CFFTP-Grumman-RPI Breeder Development

2.11 Organic Coolant lor Fusion Application

Allachment to Facilities

MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY

CONTRACT

3.04 Assymclric Permeation

3.05 Attachment to UCLA

3.08 Diffusion of D&T in Metals

3.15 D&T Permeation Barriers

3.17 Material Carhonalion. Bilayers and T Lab

EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT

CONTRACT

4.04 Attachment to PPP1.

4.16 Attachment of Group Leader to JF.T

4.17 Tritium Vacuum Pump

4.14 PPPL-Remoic Handling Phase IIA

PPPL-Remole Handlinu - Phase IIA

K$

14.1
8.2

34.8

13.(1

38.6

120.6

45.0

24.6

21.2

32.1)

12.3

24.3

4.4

31.2

7.1

KS

86.8

315.7

224.7

130.4

156.0
52.4

148.7

33.3
82.7

13.5

16.3

K$

75.2

24.3

116.5

30.1

305.1

KS

24.1

65.7

46.0
47.6

43.6

AWARDED TO

AECL-CRNL

OHRD

OHRD

AECL-CRNL

OHRD

OH FEMP

AECLCRNL

AECL-CRNL

OH-NMMD

OH NMMD

AHCLCRNL

AECL-CRNL

AECL-CRNL.
OHRDCHEH

OHRD-Shmayda

AWARDED TO

AECL-CRNL
AECL-CRNL

AECLCKNL

AECL-CRNL

AECL-CRNL

AECL-CRNL

AECLCRNL

AEC1.-CRNL

Grumman-RPI

AHCL-WNRE

Sandra Brereton

AWARDED TO

OHRD

P.J. Giers/ewski

MIES

MIES

UTIAS

AWARDED TO

DSMA

SPAR Aerospace

Nova Magnetics

SPAR

OH-NSD
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SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT

CONTRACT

5.05 Internal Dosimetry of HT Gas

5.06 Portable Tritium Monitor Development

5.12 Tritium Monitor Development Program

5.15 Application TRITMOD Trilium Dispersion Code

5.1K International Comparison of Computer Codes

5.20 Minimars Study with LLNL

5.21 Attachment of C. Gordon to JET. Culham

5.22 Lung Microdosimetry for Metal Tritium and HT

5.24 Dosimetry of Tritium Uptake from Metal

5.25 Environmental Trilium Oxidation

K$
0.7

1.6

29X.4

5.0

7.4

5.0

76.K

4.1

22.9

3.4

AWARDED TO

AECL-CRNL

OH-H&SD

AECL-CRNL

Monserco Ltd.

OH-NMMD

OH-NMMD

OH-NSSD

OH-H&SD

AECL-CRNL

OHRD
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